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Report from Our Grand Master:

Kappa Sigma and the ladies of Kappa Delta placed 2nd in the
classic division at Carnicus. Unfortunately we did not place in
All Sing this year, but we still put on a stellar performance with
2015-2016 has been another successful year for the Lambda
nd
chapter at 1730 Melrose Place. As the landscape of Greek Life Alpha Delta Pi. We were happy to also get 2 in Homecoming
in the fall with Kappa Delta. Jack Hartfelder, now our Grand
at the University of Tennessee continues to change, Lambda
strengthens by the quantity and, more importantly, the quality Scribe, did a wonderful job leading us to our highest ranking in
of men initiated. In the fall of 2015, Lambda initiated its largest recent years.
class, with 66 worthy men. By adding 6 more initiates in the
spring of 2016, Lambda is now one of the largest Kappa Sigma Lambda men continue to be acknowledged for excellence by
the national fraternity, the Inter-fraternity Council and the acChapters in the Nation. We are excited about this fall’s rush
and we hope that you inform us of any potential new members tive brothers. Brother Austin Winstead was presented with the
Master of Recruitment award by our Alumnus Adviser, Bill Fort,
that have the qualities of a Lambda Man.
from our national Fraternity for excellence as Rush Chair. Also,
Robert Wrinkle became our first Master of the Ritual in March.
The chapter passed another milestone on the philanthropic
This accomplishment is the highest honor one brother could
front this year. The fifth annual South Seas Week was as sucachieve in our Fraternity.
cessful as last year, raising over $13,000 for the Fisher House
Foundation benefiting Military Heroes. A special thanks goes to
Austin Baggett, RJ Bell, Austin Mcpeek, and Frank Murphy, who Every year we continue to better ourselves and the chapter as
coordinated our South Seas Week, and the combined efforts of a whole.
our brothers for putting on a great event. Senior Whit Emerson
I am honored to serve as Grand Master to an incredible group
will be heading up South Seas for the fall in 2016, and we
would appreciate any donation to help the Fisher House Foun- of men and I could not do so without the support of the Executive Committee, active brothers, and the numerous volunteer
dation of Tennessee.
alumni that donate countless hours to the betterment of this
Lambda is proud of the continued academic success within the chapter. We look forward to the fall and we invite you to come
by the house and visit your brothers.
Greek Community. The chapter had a cumulative grade point
average of 2.98 in the fall, which is a steady improvement from
AEKDB and GO VOLS!
the fall in 2014.
The Lambda chapter received recognition from the National
Fraternity and University. The chapter received awards for the
highest percentage of ritual proficiency and highest number of
initiated members from the national fraternity in recognition
of the Chapter’s success. Brother Bill Fort was named Advisor
of the Year from the University.
Extracurricular activities were a high point this year. Lambda
won the intramural flag football and soccer championships,
second in basketball, and had two teams in the semifinals for
softball. To add to that, all four of the teams that played in the
semifinals for football were Kappa Sigma teams. We also won
the Eric Berry Flag Football Tournament for the second year in
a row.
In April, we participated in a full pad football game against Sigma Chi to benefit the Children’s Miracle Network as a part of
their philanthropy, Derby Days. That game helped them raise
thousands of dollars for the network. We also beat them 6 to
nothing, and the score did not reflect how much we actually
dominated them. (team photo >)

gm@utkappasigma.com
John Garrett, GM Lambda Chapter
(615) 881-4484

PWGS who gave a very enjoyable
speech on being a member of Kappa
Bill Fort, Lambda ’70
As you can see from our GM report our Sigma. and how KS leads in all aspects
Chapter concluded another very success- of the college fraternity experience.
ful year and we continue to excel on the
In addition, many awards and scholarUT campus and the IFC landscape.
ships were presented to worthy Brothers.
This could only have been accomplished Brother of the Year: John Garrett ‘14.

Alumnus Advisor Report

by the hard work and commitment of our
EC’s and ALL of the Chapter membership.
Just a few quick comments:
Philanthropy:
This year I have set up our charity efforts to benefit the Tennessee Fisher
House Foundation and the Fisher House
located in Murfreesboro, TN. I hope you Pledge of the year : Ben Kelly (‘16)
will make a contribution to them thru our Alumni of the Year: Tyler Ogle (’90)
Chapter.
Sigma Chi Derby Day Football:
The Chapter played Sigma Chi in the
inaugural full pads football game on
April 23 and won 6-0. We won every
statistic on the field of play. They were
very impressive and well organized.
Rush:
Rush is the “Lifeblood of the Fraternity” Fall.
and we are on path for another very suc- Football time in Tennessee is almost
cessful Fall rush.
here. I hope you can drop by and meet
your Chapter. Please remember that UT
Scholarship:
and the Chapter have a “No Alcohol”
We fell slightly behind his year in over- policy, so I ask that you please observe
all GPA. We have again put more em- this requirement and do not bring any
phasis back onto scholastic achievement adult beverages into the Chapter House.
for the future.
IFC Award:
Ritual Proficiency:
I was very honored to be chosen IFC/UT
We led in our district again this in the Greek Life Advisor of the Year.
number of Brothers who became ritually
proficient during this past year at over Conclusion:
91%.
Our Chapter continues making great progress in the four pillars of our fraternity
Hazing Policy and Pledge Education: and our Chapter’s growth.
We do not tolerate hazing of any kind I am confident that this
and have strong pledge trainers in place coming academic year will
for the fall.
once again be one we can
be very proud of.
Founder Day 2016:
Our Founders Day banquet and awards We have a great Chapter!
ceremony was held April 30 in Neyland
Stadium near the men’s locker room AEKDB
with over 125 Brothers attending with Bill
dates, parents, grandparents, alumni and
wives.
Our guest speaker was Br. Greg Hunt

2016 Scholarship Winners
Dowdle-Smith:
Jack Hartfelder (‘14)
Scotty Scott:
Stephen Smith (‘15)
William B. Stokely :
Hayden Vander Voort (‘14)
Pillar Awards:
Scholarship : Allister Berger (‘14)
Scholarship: Reid Parker (‘15)
Service: John Anderson (‘13)
Lambda Scholarships:
Michael Feeney (‘14)
Paul Jankowski (‘14)
Kevin Key (“14)
Jackson Sweatt (‘15)

2106 ACE Miller Charity
Boxing Tournament
February 25 and 27, 2016
Champions:
Brandon Swayze, Jr.
Light Heavyweight
and
Ryan Simpson, Jr.
Welter Weight

I am pleased to report that Lambda
Chapter had it first member become a
Master of the Ritual. Brother Robert
S. Wrinkle, III on March 5, 2016.
Br, Wrinkle receives his award from
DGM, Hunter Surles at Founder’s Day
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News From: The Knoxville Housing Corporation
To Our Loyal Alumni:
During the past 12 months, the Knoxville Housing Corporation of Kappa Sigma has made several improvements to our fraternity house to accommodate the needs of our rapidly growing Chapter, which now numbers nearly 200 active members, with a
strong rush anticipated this fall.
Renovations completed during the past 12 months at a total cost of +$85,000 include:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Replace the current basketball goal with a new NBA backboard and snap-back rim.
Replace the kitchen windows (still original equipment from 1959) to improve air conditioning and heat retention while lowering our monthly utility bills.
Add soft drink and snack vending machines in the kitchen.
Install new dorm section light fixtures to brighten the hallways.
Strip and refinish the stone floors in the foyer.
Replace several worn out digital door locks in the dorm section.
Remodel Mom’s Room for the installation of a live-in, full-time graduate student to serve as our House Director
(an unfunded mandate unilaterally imposed by UTK).
Add a stage on the patio to host large gatherings, e.g., annual South Seas charity event.

For summer 2016, we will be making additional changes, with an expected expenditure of approximately $40,000 in additional
capital improvements. The following projects are planned for completion:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Re-paint the ceilings in both men’s bathrooms.
Replace the door lock on the exterior door in the kitchen.
Upgrade two light fixtures, one in the kitchen and in the office.
Upgrade the water fountain to accommodate the need to refill sports water bottles.
Paint numbers on the parking slots to facilitate assigned member parking.
Install motion detectors on the light switches in the living/dining room and the Chapter room to reduce electricity usage.
Upgrade the recessed lighting fixtures in the living/dining room to brighten the area.
Replace a section of the west-facing wall in the living room with folding glass partition doors to improve traffic
flow during large events, e.g., Game Day.
Install new double doors from the living room to the patio (still original equipment from 1959).

We hope you will stop by the house this fall to see these improvements and meet our members. We think you will be impressed
with both the overall appearance of the house and the quality of our membership.
AEKΔB

Walt Williams
Walt Williams President
Those of you that wish to contribute directly to our ongoing renovation efforts may do so by making your check out to
the Knoxville Housing Corporation of Kappa Sigma, and mailing it to P.O. Box 32186, Knoxville, TN 37930.
If you wish to direct any tax deductible club gifts you make to the university (any UT Club level) to us, you may do so by
writing “Kappa Sigma Renovation Fund” and our renovation account number “J1010001246” on your remittance form.

We would also appreciate you including us in your estate planning efforts. Any gift your estate leaves to the
“Kappa Sigma Renovation Fund” is tax-deductible and could lessen any estate or inheritance tax your family
members may owe. Any and all contributions are greatly appreciated. Thank you (in advance) for your support!
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Kappa Sigma Fraternity
Lambda Chapter
c/o Kappa Sigma Housing Corporation
PO Box 32186
Knoxville, TN 37930

We have previously raised over $15,000 during this event beneThe Spring semester of 2016 was a great one for Kappa Sigma. fitting the Fisher House Foundation and Second Harvest Food
We have had great success in all our endeavors and we have Bank of East Tennessee and hope to surpass that mark this fall.
Our new designated philanthropy is the Fisher House of Tenseen exceptional performance in philanthropy.
nessee Foundation, for the Fisher House in Murfreesboro, TN.
It seemed that week in and week out we were participating in
one event after the other. Chapters across campus put together We believe with our hard work and the continued support of our
all sorts of events raising money for all sorts of great causes. I alumni and friends we can make this possible. Feel free to conam proud to say that the Lambda Chapter of Kappa Sigma was tact me with any
you
present and excelled in each of them. From Delta Zeta’s flag questions
might
have.
football tournament benefitting the Knoxville Center for the
Deaf to Alpha Delta Pi’s Hoops for the House, which raised
money for the Ronald McDonald House, Kappa Sigma was Thank you for
leading the way in all aspects. Many times we were competing your support of
against each other to win these events leaving the rest of the our great chapter
fraternities in the dust. I am happy to inform you that we were and we ask for a
successful in defending the Eric Berry Flag Football Champion- donation to our
ship. This year raising even more money for the Eric Berry charity.
foundation.
Andrew Belcher
South Seas 2015
As we prepare for the fall, I would like to remind you that Kap- Philanthropy Chair
pa Sigma’s own philanthropy, South Seas, is planned to take Gbk596@vols.utk.edu
place August 24-26.

Philanthropy Report

www.utkappasigma.com
Log on today and see more information about lambda!

